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From: Usha Rautenbach 
Sent: Friday, November 29, 2013 9:00 AM
To: Commission Secretary BCUC:EX
Subject: BC Hydro opt-out fee - is it fair?

Regarding the validity of choosing whether or not to be exposed to EMF, in regards to how high a monthly fee those who opt out should be charged: 
 
I have chosen to live in a rural environment, have no WiFi access point, tablet or laptop; no television or remote control; no microwave oven or cell 
phone; my computer is hard-wired, and I have a landline telephone. I choose to adopt the precautionary principle (to consider action to avoid a 
possible harm even if it is not certain to occur) based on an examination of the potential benefits and potential costs, subject to review in the light of 
new scientific data, but not quick to assume that a 'new finding' of 'no known harm' will not be refuted by a more thorough finding in the future.  
 
Adoption of the precautionary principle does not eliminate, and perhaps increases, the need to reduce uncertainty. It is true that any such policy 
should provide for the means to monitor and refine the consequences of my choices, as decisions made in the face of uncertainty will not be right all 
the time. But, for now, regarding EMF in general, and in the light of no perceivable benefit to me personally of the Smart Meter, the analog meter 
serves my need better (I can and do monitor my electrical usage, at the meter itself,  far more immediately), I reserve the right to choose avoidance. 
 
I request that all who make their choice be respected and given the free right to do so, without an exorbitant and unwarranted fee that, due to BC 
Hydro's actions and attitudes, seems punitive and coercive.  
 
A $1 monthly opt out fee would bring a not insignificant financial compensation to BC Hydro, if it is correct that they themselves estimate 60,000 
are choosing to opt out. 
 
Frances Rautenbach 
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